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Skip to the contents of Emil is happy to go on the train on its own, with money for his grandmother safely tucked into his pocket. But the strange man in the bowler hat acts mysteriously, and soon Emil begins to feel drowsy . . . EMIL AND DETECTIVES Erich Kastner has been in print ever since it was first published in 1928.Young Emile robbed on his first real road of money entrusted to him by his hardworking mother for the relatives he needs to stay in Berlin. A gang of boys about their age come to his aid, and an exciting adventure full of surprises ensues as they use their wits to devise a surprisingly simple but practical trick to capture the thief. With every detail clearly drawn - from the tedious business of getting into the best clothes for travel, right down to the ultimate worry about what needs to be
done with a gloriously unexpected reward - it's a story all young readers will enjoy. Re-released in the puffin series of Contemporary Children's Classics.%%EMIL AND DETECTIVES Erich Kastner has been in print ever since it was first published in 1928.Young Emile robbed on his first real railway way of money entrusted to him by his hard-working mother for relatives he must stay in Berlin. A gang of
boys about their age come to his aid, and an exciting adventure full of surprises ensues as they use their wits to devise a surprisingly simple but practical trick to capture the thief. With every detail clearly drawn - from the tedious business of getting into the best clothes for travel, right down to the ultimate worry about what needs to be done with a gloriously unexpected reward - it's a story all young readers
will enjoy. Re-released in the Book of Puffin series of children's modern classics. My consolation is reading mostly children's books. The point, of course, is that the book should be soothed by welcoming, simply without requiring much effort. Also, I expect the comfort of reading to restore me with the joy of reading - so I'll go back to the books that, as a child, gave me the most pleasure. There are a few I
reread as an adult. And, now, as a parent, I've read some aloud to my sons for the summer holidays: the Finn of the Moomintroll family by Tove Jansson, the Phantom Tollbooth Norton Jaster, and - best of all - the archetypal children's crime novel, Emile and the detectives Erich Kestner. I still have a children's copy, a Puffin with a bright yellow cover and a color version of one of Walter Trier's amazingly
expressive cartoons that punctuate the book. The cover features a young skinny guy in a smart suit, with a suitcase and a bouquet of flowers, which is presented by a dirty but friendly gang of boys in shorts and work hats. For Paul, lovingly, from, Helen and Mark xx are inscribed on the front page in my older brother's beautifully neat handwriting. Since the publication date I think Mark must have bought it
for my ninth birthday, which means he'd just turned 13 and he he he added our little sister's name to make it a joint gift. She would have been only six years old and could not finance her own gift. Even one at a price of 20p. I often wonder what made him choose it from the bookshelves, with its foreign author and the names of the characters, rather than the other Biggles or Willard Price adventure that I was
consuming at the time. But I expect the blurb on the back cover did its job: A fascinating story of robbery, and tracking and exposing the thief - with Emile posing as a victim and a detective. Who can resist this? The story begins against the backdrop of a fuss in the country's barber shop, where Emil's mother prepares to send him alone, on a train to stay with his grandmother in Berlin for the summer
holidays. She gives him a large sum in an envelope - 160 marks in the original, 7 pounds in my 1972 copy - to give to his grandmother when he gets there. The horse tram that will take him to the station reminds the reader that Emil is a simple country boy heading to the unknown of the big city. On the train, a strange, dapper gentleman in a bowler hat, Mr. Grundeis, ridicules his naivety. Emil anxiously
guards a wad of money, which he squeezed in his jacket pocket. The movement of the train lulls him in his sleep... and when he wakes up from the beginning after stopping the train at the penultimate stop, the cash and the man are gone! This is the point at which Castner introduces his singular genius into history and conquers himself with generations of children in the future. Emil does not go to the
police, he does not continue with tears in his eyes to meet with his relatives at the final stop, but jumps off and follows the man in the hat. He spies on Grundeis, and gradually a gang of boys - ordinary, rude and willing, working-class boys who inhabit this Berlin quarter - place Emil, and rope himself into plotting to expose the thief (while caring not to get into trouble with his parents). The action takes place at
an exciting pace, and the dialogue paints a vivid picture of Berlin and German society in the 1920s before it fell into darkness. The writing is never callous. Emile's friendship nods with the boys, and their spirit in the fight against crime, inspire the reader to believe that, even as little people in the big world, they can have an influence in their destiny, and a shot at justice. And I'm glad that as time goes by, I
discover other adult boys and girls who loved this book - for example, people bringing it to the National Theatre stage like this year's Christmas family show. I hope this is tying up a new generation of young detectives. Her plays include TENDER, EARTH and SEA, BLOODWOOD, Sun AND OTHER STARS, SOBOR, LITTLE BIRD and VALE. Her adaptations for the stage include Henrik Ibsen in GHOSTS,
Oscar Wilde in YOUNG KING and Erich Kestner in EMIL and DETECTIVES. Her work has been produced by companies across Australia and around the world including Belvoir, Griffin, Hothouse, Summer Games / NYC Public Theater (TENDER); State Theatre Company Australia (GHOSTS, LITTLE BIRD, VALE); NIDA (VALLEY); Adelaide Cabaret Festival (LITTLE BIRD); Brink Productions (LAND and
SEA) and Slingsby (THE YOUNG KING, EMIL AND THE DETECTIVES). Her work has been toured in theatres and festivals throughout Australia, New York, the United Kingdom, Ireland, the United States, Canada, China and India. She was a writer in residence at the Donmar Warehouse in London, at the Griffin Theatre in Sydney and is a dual recipient of the Goethe Institute fellowship, including as a
guest member of the Theatretreffen International Forum in Berlin. She won the Helpmann Award for EMIL AND DETECTIVES and the AWGIE Award for LITTLE BIRD. Her many other awards include the Adrian Consett Stephen Memorial Award (TENDER); Chairman's Award for Best Game (TENDER); Patrick White Playwrights Award (BLOODWOOD); Lettering Award (BLOODWOOD); Jill Bluett
Playwrights Award (CATHEDRAL); Barbara Hanrahan Scholarships (THE SUN AND OTHER STARS); Ruby Award for YOUNG KING; and the Henry Lawson Prize for Prose. She is currently working on a television project with Matchbox Pictures as well as her debut novel, ANCHOR and ALP. For the German film, see Emil and Die Detektive. Emile and Detectives in Brazil In Search of Adventure United
States1964 - Color - 92 min. Director Peter Tewkesbury Screenplay by Erich Kestner Based on Emile and Die Detektive, Erich Kestner Starring Walter SlezakBrian RussellRoger Mobley Genre Adventurecomedydrama Music by Richard M. ShermanRobert B. ShermanIrwin Kostal Cinematography Wally Pfister Edition Cotton Warburton Company (s) Producer Walt Disney Pictures Distribution Buena Vista
Distribution December 18, 1964 English Language Income $1.2 million. In Search of Adventure is a 1964 American adventure and comedy drama film directed by Peter Tewxbury. The script is based on the novel of the same name by Erich Kestner. It was also known as The Three Squeezes when it aired as a TV series on the American TV show Mickey Mouse Clubhouse () starring Walter Slezak ... Baron
Brian Russell... Roger Mobley Emil Tishbein... Gustav Heinz Schubert... Peter Ehrlich Grundeis... Muller Elso Wagner... Nana, Emile Eva Ingeborg Scholz's grandmother... Emil Wolfgang Volz's mother... Sergeant Franz Niklish... Police report Boy Emil Tishbein rides alone on a bus bound for Berlin to spend a vacation with his grandmother. His mother gave him an envelope with 400 signs to deliver to the
old lady, a gesture that caught the fugitive thief Grundeis, known as the Mole, who follows the boy. Grundeys steals Emil's money during a trip while the boy was asleep. But he is seen running through the streets of Berlin, and Emil follows him to the restaurant and tries to ask for the help of a traffic cop, who does not believe him. But clever teenager Gustav hears the story and offers him his services,
identifying himself as a detective Emil and Gustav, with the help of other detective boys, and then a teenage cousin Emil, Pony, an aspiring journalist, manages to find out the whereabouts of Grundeis and his connection with two mysterious people - dangerous criminals Baron and Mueller. Grundeis, who became famous by building a tunnel under the Berlin Wall, lured criminals to dig into the bank vault and
Emil and Gustav as they continue on the trail of bandits, now in mortal danger. See also the List of Disney Movies Links to Best Grossers 1965, Variety, 5 January 1966 pg 36 - b In Search of Adventure. Brazil: Adoro Sinema. Received December 18, 2018 - Emil and detectives - actors, reviews, resumes and awards. Moi. Received March 31, 2012 - Amazon Access 2-04-15 - Note: The English article of
the program is Dirty Three Skrinks This article about an American sketch film associated with an entertainment project. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.vde Disney Portal Cinema Portal US Portal Received from emil and the detectives movie. emil and the detectives cast. emil and the detectives summary. emil and the detectives book. emil and the detectives full book. emil and the detectives play.
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